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President A. I. Thomas
Addresses Student Body
A&M COLLEGE of TEXAS In College Improvement

I

P
~

In an address to the stu- trance to the campus. The
dent body on Friday, Nov. present control gates have
VoLUME XLIV, No. 4
Prairie View, Texas
NOVEMBER 11, 1969 7, President Thomas called been removed.
for unity within the PV
Improvement 2 LIBRAfamily.
RY
President Thomas advisAPPROVED: B e ca use
ed the students that free- of cost and shortage of
dom to discuss, to dissent, trained librarians, the lito deliberate was a part of brary hours are establisha liberal education. Under ed as follows:
Texas A&M University
no circumstances, howMonday through Friday,
System President Earl
ever would the college tol- 8 :00 a.m. to 10 :00 p.m.
Rudder was honored here
erate disorder, violence or
Saturday, 8 :00 a.m. to
last week by the Army and
disruption of orderly pro- 5:00 p.m.
Navy ROTC at Prairie
cesses at the college or deSunday, 2 :00 p.m. to
struction of college proper- 10:00 p.m.
View A&M College for his
ty.
support of the officer trainImprovement 3 BAND
The President commending programs.
APPROVED: The Band
ed the studlent body for will work out a solution to
The retired Army Genthe orderly manner in travel with the Director of
which they had conducted
eral was cited by the Arthe Band.
themselves up to that time.
my ROTC for "continuing
Improvement 4 PARKIn reacting to the probsupport". The citation was
ING
lems cited by the students,
read and a certificate of
APPROVED: The stuthe president indicated
dent
- faculty sub - comappreciation to President
agreement on these soluRudder by Cadet Luther
tions which will improve mittee will review the exthe college. The President isting parking and traffic
Berry.
cited a major need to close regulations and make recfor
imThe Navy citation, prethe communications gap at ommendations
provement.
Until
the
resented
by
Midshipmen
the college. He stressed the
Ronald Buckner was for
FOR SUPPORT AND ENCOUR- Cadet Luther Berry. President Thomas, need for students to be- port is rendered, the fol"support and encourage- AGEMENT - General Rudder receives Commander Thomas and LTC Strum come involved in existing lowing modified parking
student advisory commit- and traffic regulations are
ment in formation of the citations from Army and Navy Units were a part of the ceremony.
November
7,
represented by Midshipmen Buckner and
tees at all levels of the col- effective
1969, at 8 :00 a.m.
first NROTC program a t - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lege.
1. There shall be no
predominately Negro
a
The following recom- parking anywhere on Loop
college".
mendations were made on 1098 except 20 minutes
I
student suggestions:
temporary limits.
In
response,
Rudder
Improvement 1 SECUR2. There shall be no
thanked the cadets for
ITY CONTROL POINTS
standing on Loop 1098 re"going the extra mile" in
APPROVED: The Se- gardless of the reason.
preparing to serve their
curity Control Points will
3. Absolutely no cars are
A visitation team repre-. colleges program in Teach- consist of two information permitted on the campus
country: "I will continue
See ADDRESS, Page 3
to support the ROTC proThirteen music majors senting the Texas Educa- er Education on November booths, one at each en6
grams", Rudder added.
under the direction of Drs. tion
Agency
concluded ·
R: A. Henry and H. D. An- their examination of the
The group of twelve eduThe citations were pre- derson of the Music De- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cators, some of whom are
sented at a military forma- artment will compete in
professional staff members
P
tion in the college's field the twentieth annual Na- Prairie View into competi- WI'th TEA mad e a compreAssociation
of tion will be Gladstone Ad- hensive study of all phases
house. Cited along with tional
Teachers
of
Singing
derly, Richard Perkins, of the total college proPresident
Rudder
was
(N ATS) Tournament in Barbara Howard, Betty gram. State of Texas apSamuel
Andrews,
vice Oklahoma City, Okla.
G
C
S
Larr proved the teacher educarant, aro1 e11ers,
Y tion curriculum hinges on
president of the Veterans
A Humble Oil Education
Accompanying Mr. Bell
Scheduled to be held at White, Charmaine Turks, the final report.
Club on the Prairie View
Foundation grant in the from Humble for the presthe
University
of
OklaTom
Jones,
Linda
CampFull
approval
of
the
colcampus. Andrews and Vetamount of $3,000 was preeran Club president Robert homa City on November bell, Earnestine Ware, Lar- lege program has recently sented today to Dr. Alvin entation were Sherman E.
Smith who was honored by 9-11, the meet will include ry Walker, Joe Berry, and been received from the Na- I. Thomas, President of Stimley, East Texas Divisthe Army ROTC earlier, participating schools from Charles McFail. The an- tional Council for the Ac- Prairie View A & M Col- ion production engineer,
creditation of Teacher Ed- lege by John S. Bell, Hum- John H. Francis, Jr.,
have received attention for TexaS, K ansas, Oklahoma,
their cooperation in joint Colorado, New Mexico, and nual event was held last ucation (NCATE). Repre- ble Oil and Refining Com- Southwestern Area public
year at North Texas State sentatives of NCATE vis- pany's East Texas Division relations manager, and
sponsorship of special stu- Arkansas.
Carrying the colors for in Denton.
ited the college last spring, production manager.
Curtis H. Thomas, Rosendent programs.
in addition to Southern AsFunds made available by berg District production
sociation visitation.
the grant are allocated as
Representatives of TEA follows:
included Dr. Waurine WalSchool or Department
ker, Dr. Edward M. Vodic- and Amount are
ka, Mrs. Elizabeth F.
Unrestricted - $1,000
Smith, Mr. J. A. Marshall,
Engineering - $2,000
Mr. George Hurt, and Mrs.
The gift to Prairie View
Ora Scott.
A & M College was part
Other visitation team of a total of $396,000 bemembers included Dr. E. ing awarded by the FounL. Dickerson, (chairman), dation for the 1969-70 acaDean of the Graduate demic year to ·94 higher
School, Midwestern Uni- educational institutions naversity.. Dr. Lloyd Huff, tionwide.
Companies participating
Professor of English, Hardin - Simmons University; in the Humble Oil EducaDr. Vernon McDaniel, Gal- tion Foundation, a nonveston School District; Mr. profit organization, are
Marion E. Sell, Assistant Humble Oil & Refining
Director, Education Ser- Company, Humble Pipe
PR~IDENT'S CONVOvice Center, Region 18; Line Company, Humble
Dr. Michael
and Dr. Morris Wallace, Gas Transmission Com- CATION n.
Texas Technological Col- pany, and Esso Production DeBakey will be the speaker on November 20.
Research Company.
Reba Wells
lege.
Alfred .Johnson
Adrian Cooper

ROTC Groups Honor President Rudder

Music Students
TO ~ompete 10
Regional Meet

Visitation Team Completes
Texas Educat'nAgency Study

PV Receives $3,000
Grant from Humble Oil

Yearbook Editors Approach Busy Season
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TWO
By Mort Walker

BEETLE! TO BE A GOOD SOLDIER 'y()U

MUST SHAKE Ot.JT THAT MOP✓ Dt..JST

TH IS FLOOR ANDMOST /MFORTANT
OF ALL-USE
C~RISTMAS

A World of Change

Teacher EducaHon
Program Receives
Accreditation

President A. I.
has received notice from
the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher
SEALS!
Education that NCATE
has accredited the programs for preparing teachers at Prairie View A. and
M. College for a period of
ten years.
The action of NCATE
provides approval of all
Teacher Education Programs to 1977-78.
Many states employing
students from an NCATE
approved College provide
higher salaries for these
FIGHT EMPHYSEMA
new teachers.
TUBERCULOSIS ANO
President Thomas has
AIR POLLUTION
indicated that the tran- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - scripts of all students
graduating from Teacher
Education Programs will
clearly show the approval
of NCA TE on the record.
President Thomas has
also commended the Division of Teacher Education
When you know
and all faculty members
it's for keeps
and students connected
with teacher education for
their fine efforts in imAll your sharing, all your
proving the Teacher Eduspecial memories have
cation Program at the Colgrown into a precious and
lege.
enduring love. Happily, these
In writing to the Colcherished moments will be
lege, Dr. Rolf W. Larson,
forever symbolized by your
Director, NCATE said:
diamond engagement ring.
"The COUNCIL
has
If the name. Keepsake is in
asked me to express its
the ring and on the tag, you
pleasure at the evidence of
are assured of fine quality
growth and vitality which
and lasting satisfaction. The
were evident in the recent
engagement diamond is
study of your institution.
flawless, of superb color, and It wishes me also to express to you its thanks for
precise modern cut. Your
the cooperation of your
Keepsake Jeweler has a
faculty and students in the
choice selection of many
recent accreditation visit."
lovely styles. He's listed in
the yellow pages under
An official was filling
"Jewelers."
out a government form for
an alien and stated, "Your
n a t i o n a 1 i t y . . . you're
REGISTERED
French, aren't you?"
e•
"No," informed the alien.
DIAMOND RINGS
"Both my mother and father were German; therefore I'm German."
The official stuttered,
"But you were born in
France?"
"So what's that got to
do with it," said the alien.
"If your dog had puppies
in a stable, you wouldn't
call them horses."

FORMER PMS HONORED AT RETREAT -

Col.

West A. Hamilt.on of Washington. D. C., was honored
by the Army ROTC Unit at a recent retreat ceremony.
Colonel Hamilt.on served at Prairie View during early
years as ROTC was getting major push at the college. Many present military leaders over the nation
were his students.

S&N SUPER MARKET
WALLER
MEATS - GROCERIES
APPLIANCES - Sales and Service

Those who Ive most ir\.
timately with change ~
the least likely to observ~
it. Like parents failing to
notice the growth of ~
child, each generation of tJ.
S. citizens live so close to
change every day of their
lives that they fail to see
it. Yet, change-economic,
political and social - sur.
rounds us every moment of
the day.
Nowhere is change less
noticed or more taken for
granted than in areas having to do with technology
in the busness of living and
making a living. New industries come into being
that add to our comfort or
convenience, to say nothing of expanding employment opportunities, and
fall quietly into place in
the "unchanging" establishment. Examples
of
these developments abound
on every side. An electric
company publication recently called attention to
the growth of air conditioning, which has become
a major new industry since
the end of World War n.
As the publication notes,
" ... beginnings of this industry were small and the
number of people who
could afford to have central units installed in their
homes was limited. A typical 3 to 4 ton unit cost
about $3,500... Room units
were also expensive, bulky
and heavy." They were usually installed by a specialty room unit dealer. T~
day, the picture is differSee CHANGE, Page 12
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Get Involved
Apply for the Houston Police Academy

A career where the action is ... with a future as
bright as your own efforts make it. Send for
more information about a career as a Houston
Police Officer.

·········••·••· ............................................ .
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY TO:
Houston Police Academy
61 Reisner Street
Houston, Texas 77002

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ __

' .......................................................... :
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"My cabin on the ship
was nice," said she, "but I
didn't like the washing maprove conditions for all cit- chine on the wall."
izens living in Waller
"Washing machine?
County. All interested per- That wasn't a washing masons are invited to attend chine. That was a portthis meeting and take part hole."
.
.
''No wonder I never got
~n planrung _our voter regmy clothes back."
1stration drive.

Waller County Civic League To Meet
There will be a meeting
of the Waller County Civic
League on Monday, November 10, 1969, at 7 :30
p.m. in the A l l - ~
Room, Mt. Corinth Baptist
Church, Hempstead, Texas.
This county-wide, civic or-

ganization was formed in
an effort to make sure
that the citizens of the
area receive adequate informati~n. a~t econo~c
and political issues. It 1s
hoped that this org~tion will upgrade an.d 1m-

Capt. B. J. McGowan and Counterpart
Capt. Billy J. McGowan
whose mother, Mrs. Ophelia McGowan, resides at 700
San Antonio Street, Marlin, is seen at left briefing
his counterpart.
He is assigned as Plan
and
Programs
Officer,
Headq u a r t e r s M A C V
Training Director, Service
Schools · and Doctrine Di-

vision. He is a 1967 graduate of Prairie View A&M
College.
He arrived in Vietnam
on May 20, after attending
Jungle Warfare School in
Panama Canal.
Capt McGowan is married to the former Miss
Odie Woods of Hooks, Texas.

Senior Class Elects Officers
The Class of "1970" met for posted notices. Let's
October 29, 1969 at 7 :30 keep our class on the
p.m. in the Memorial Cen- move!
E. curry, Reporter
ter Ballroom. The purpose
of the meeting was to elect
officers for the coming
year. Results were: President, Lester Williams; CONTINUED from Page I
Vice President, Horace without registration stickTown~nd; Secretary, Bob- ers.
bie Lee; Treasurer, Lover4. Anyone caught stealous Whittaker; Parliamen- ing from an automobile
tarian, Joseph Carter; Re- will be dismissed summarporter, Evelyn Curry; S. ily.
G.
A.
Representatives, , 5 A
. .d t f
k
Morris Price and Bennie
· ~y. mci en
rec •
Dillard. "Miss Senior" less . dr1vmg_, s~eeding or
'
' driving while intoxicated
Earlene Hurst. Class sponIt • th 1
f
sors are Miss Kathryn Jor- Wl11 :esu m
e oss. 0
dan, Mr. Samuel Mont- permit to operate a vehicle
gomery and Rev. w. Van by t:!1e owner. This applies
Johnso~.
to first offenses.
The next meeting will be
6. Except in the case of
held November 19 1969 at ~n e~e:gency, the campus
.
'
. 1s offlc1ally closed to stu7 :30 p.m. m th e Memona1 dent traffic at 12 :00 midCenter Ballroom. Watch mg
. ht . The con t ro1 pom
• t at

Address

It's where dignity is a right, not a \lift.
The senior research chemist who's
helping us develop a safety fuel for jet
aircraft happens to be black. The one
working most closely with him is white.
The project couldn 't go on without
either of them.
Which may explain why people in
the interface of companies affiliated
with Standard Oil Company (New
Jersey) are colorblind.
We couldn 't afford to judge people
by the color of their skin, or their creed,
or their national origin. Even if we
didn't have a deep conviction that dignity
is a right, not a gift.
Because of our conviction, we gave
thousands of dollars last year to the

National Urban League and the United
Negro College Fund. And we actively
recruit and employ qualified graduates
of all races, at all degree levels.
Our interface brings together some
of the best minds in all engineering,
scientific and business disciplines.
Creates challenges and insights beyond
those of a single company. And stifles
petty thinking and petty minds.
HUMBLE OIL & REFINING COMPANY
and other affiliates of
Standard Oil Company
(New Jersey}
Equal Opportunity Employers
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS
NOV. 18-19: ENGINEERING , SCIENCE
DEGREE CANDIDATES

°.

Nursing Dean
Is Featured
Speaker
Dr. Jewellean Mangaroo,
Dean School of Nursing at
Prairie View A. and M.
College will be one of the
featured speakers at the
November 5 Workshop of
the District No. 6 Texas
Nursing Students' Association at San Jacinto College, Pasadena, Texas. The
theme of the workshop
will be "Professional Fulfillment" . Other participants at the workshop will
be Dr. Francine Jensen,
Director of the Harris
County Health Department, and Dr. Mylie Durham, Director of the Houston
Hospital
Medical
Board.
"Always behave like a
duck. Remain calm and unruffled on the surface but
keep paddling like hell underneath."
- Motor West magazine

Fuller Hall will be closed
from 12 :00 midnight to
5:00 a.m.
7. There will be no student parking in the front
of the Memorial Student
Center at anytime.
8. From 8:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. resident students
are restricted from parking in the following areas :
a. Rear and west of
Memorial Center
b. Rear of Administration Building
9. Resident st u d en t s
may park their vehicles in
any authorized student
parking areas from 6 :00
p.m. to 10 :30 p.m.
10. The following parking lots are authorized for
student parking. Students
may not park in other
areas.
1. Behind Fuller Hall
2. Rear and west of
Memorial Center
3. Rear of Administration Building
4. Rear of Banks (Ladies)
5. ROTC
and
Schumacher area.
11. All state traffic and
safety laws are applicable
and enforceable.
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Case 289, File 13

What footwo1·k! And bc'i; only a freshman

On Your Case
Any student who has attended the past two conocations has, perhaps, left with strange delusions of
the 'Prairie Viewite.' Distinguished speakers on both
asions "rapped" on the fact that "The Prairie Viewite is ... honest ... virtuous •. .", but is this realism
or idealism, fact or fiction?
Ask Eural Knotts, a senior from Houstan and his
brother, Lawrence, who had their portable TV, stereo,
and radio stolen from their room at Fuller Hall.
Ask Bill Sturrup, a freshman from Nassau, the
Bahamas. He was greeted by the United States and
Prairie View with the loss of fifty dollars ($50) stolen
while he slept in his room at Alexander Hall.
Ask Philip Nickleberry, a freshman business major
from Atlanta, Texas. Some Prairie View-ite was gracious enough to relieve him of a valuable portion of
his wardrobe.
These are not isolated cases. In fact, this sort of
thing seems to be commonplace! The female segment
of this campus is not left unblighted either. In an
informal interview with an undisclosed resident of
Evans Hall, it was found that the situation there is
as bad as (if not worse) the men's dormitories.
Evidently those convocation speakers had a
"dream", and this raises an interesting question. Can
real togetherness, brotherhood, and pride exist on this
campus when there is such a tremendous lack of the
honesty and virtuosity those convocation speakers
spoke of? Obviously not.
Certainly we seem to justify the stereo-type of
the . . . "no account share cropping colored man, who
would steal anything he can . . . "
Therefore, we cannot allow this present trend to
continue. If we ever intend to look upon each other
YEARBOOK STAFF FOR 1969-70
with brotherhood, togetherness and pride, we must get
rid of those forces which keep us from doing that.
Mrs. May also condemns We can start by respecting our brothers' belongings.
clip-on lenses worn over
Robert Calhoun
prescription glasses on the 1- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -

fall Glasses Not
Substitute; Give
No Eye Protection

grounds that they increase

reflections from the face
and from the rear.
Fun glasses should not
Even properly fitted and
be confused with sunglass- tinted glasses should only
es, an official of the Great- be worn in the sun. Worn
N
y k Safety C
er ew or
oun- at night, sunglasses markcil warns.
edly interfere with vision.
Usually made of window Worn indoors they lessen
pane glass, over-sized and
'
tinted to match your cloth- your eyes tolerance to
ing, fun glasses "have no light.
rhyme or reason except to
-----satisfy faddist s ' desire for
Driving on controlled-aca gimmick," Mrs. Marjorie cess divided highways is
B. May says. And the considered 2.5 times as
shape usually interferes safe as on older, convenwith peripheral vision.
tional highways.

Tell It As It Is Contest

YOU CAN WIN A STEAK DINNER FOR TWO.
Use your imagination and creativity. Tell us what you
think this cartoon means. Each publication of the
Panther this school year will run a Political Cartoon.
All you have to do is tell us what this cartoon means
to you. The winner will receive a free steak dinner for
two, courtesy of the MEMORIAL CENTER.
Entries must be no less than one half page in
length and no more than two full pages double spaced,
typed and on 8½xll paper. The deadline for entries
will be 7 days after the publication date of this paper.
THE CONTEST IS ONLY OPEN TO PRAIRIE VIEW
COLLEGE STUDENTS. Submit all entries to Hulen
M. Davis, Political Science Department, Room 309, EdSubmitted by Jerry B. Madkins
ucation Building, Prairie View A&M College or to the
Prairie View A&M College
Panther Publications Office, Administration Building,
H We Get Through This
Prairie View, Texas. The winners will be posted in
We Can Get Through Anything
each edition of the Panther.
I believe this cartoon means that if the Nixon - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - administration and the GOP (Republican Party) can!
get through the Viet Nam conflict that administration!
and that party can get through any other situation itj
might be confronted with in coming months and years.i
I further note that President Nixon is evidently·
leading an elephant (the symbol for the Republican1
The winner of the Tell It As It Is contest last week
Party in this country) by the trunk through what isj and therefore winner of the TWO STEAK DINNERS
the Viet Nam crisis. Yet the GOP is seemingly not was Mr. Jerry B. Madkins, a junior Mathematics
advancing as fast as it could, neither is it following al major and Political Science minor from Henderson,
together voluntarily. I think this can be substantiat
Texas. Congratulations Mr. Madkins for taking the
by a few examples appearing in one of our leading na- time to be well informed.
tional news magazines: Two ranking Senate Republicans, chief whip Hugh Scott and George Aiken, the
;:;
:-.~;
party's senior Foreign Relations Committee member,
Rich Maender thoug~t '.,, . .,· ·+
have declared themselves in favor of an immediate pullout of U. S. forces. As Aiken puts it, the U. S. must
were
h. ·• . ,. "
turn that war back to its rightful owners. A most
unkind cut came from a Republican, New York's Jacob
Javits, who accused Nixon of continuing the "sterile
and unsuccessful," policies of the Johnson Administra7
tion. ''The old myths, the old self-delusions and the old
phraseology recur again and again," Javits charged.
He suggested that personnel changes have not gone
deep enough because Ambassadors Ellsworth Bunker
and Henry Cabot Lodge, General Creighton Abrams,
and others associated with Johnson's Viet Nam policies
remain in key posts.1
1 "The Viet Nam War: Rightful Owners." Time,
May 16, 1969, p. 18.
In regard to Moratorium day Nixon's first reaction
was disdainful. At a press conference September 26,
he said of the Moratorium: "Under no circumstances
will I be affected whatever by it." This was a serious
mistake as leader of the GOP, he outraged many who
might otherwise have sat on their hands. "It is now
a challenge to show this administration the outpouring of voter protest," declared Eugene Weisberg, a
Denver industralist and life-long Republican. The Vice
President denounced M-day as "absurd." Almost
simultaneously Republican National Chairman Rogers
C. B. Morton was calling the Moratorium "a good
thing," provided that it remained non-violent.2
With examples such as these, I think it is clear!!
that the GOP is hesitating, and that is the Nixon Administration and the Republican Party can get through
What's Y.QMr excuse?
Viet Nam, it should be relatively easy for them to confront and overcome other obstacles in the future.
AcNertiiing contrllluted for the public good
2 "Strike Against the War: The Johnson Parallel"
Time, Oct. 7, 1969, pp. 18-19.
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officers are now holding
various leadership posts in
the district organization.
Also
attending
the

LocaI SCouters HOnored

·ng
Dur'

o,·s,,,·c, Meet

terCubmaster
near Sealy.Cube Charleston
and
Scoutmaster
Richard Thomas received
recognition for outstanding service in their respective areas. Dr. C. A.
Wood, district vice-chairman accepted honors for
services from Prairie View
AM College to the scouting
district.
The occasion was the
first intergrated Annual
Dinner in the district. The

"Foreign travel is re-

Q(d

4 /4c
~•/YYJ t: h freshing, enlightening and
I ,tc,
It,11"'-""'- educational," states T. B.
1.1""~ "k._ ~\\Jefferson in the ''Welding

~~:~ta:~~~~ !~d r:; ~

.
The Annual Scouter Ap- !special "Division" operated
preciation Dinner for the j from Prairie View over the
David Crockett District past years was quietly inwas held on November 3 tegrated into the larger
at the Frydek Youth Cen- 1 district. Former division

FIVE

ISi~~~,.~J~ :a~n:~~

THAT

~~ l\b!E!!!~E..;;;:::::~~'!...&~

·~~~et:
ladies of his parish were ~ ~ · . ~' ~ have the opportunity to
Oliver Smith, local com- ~ ~
~ ~ take part in such activity.
missioner; Paul Thomas, ~QT~~~~- . For some of the dissenters
director of alumni affairs
6-r ~ it would offer the chance to
f
· al
d h pefull
and a former pro ess1on
"One thing you get more ofgo an , o
Y, s taY in
scouter; Dr: Jewel ~erry,for our money these days isthose lands they feel are
local committee cha1rmanb.ll
Y,,
so much better than the
1
and Pete and Kathy Smith. 1 s.
IU. S."
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WISH l'D SAID

-

It always pays to mak
friends at every opportunit
-your enemies like mine wi
make themselves.-James J
Williams, Jr., The Southwe:
Virginia Enterprise.
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Income Tax Illegal?
Anyone who has been
around for a few years
may recall Miss Vivien
Kellems, the Connecticut
industrialist, who for years
has carried on a long battle against the inequities
of the national income tax.
By and large, it has been
a losing battle. But undaunted at 72 years of age,
she Is again standing up
for her convictions and her
rights. She is fighting for
the return of more than
$73,000 which she feels is
due her as a result of taxes collected illegally from
her because she has no
husband.

*CEILING
AND
VISIBILITY
UNLIMITED
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling and visibility unlimited"
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiving an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
one thing in common - degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.

Says
Miss
Kellems,
"There is no law that says
single people must pay at
a higher rate than married
people. Congress never has,
nor does it dare pass such
a law; even the Supreme
Court would have to declare it unconstitutional. If
you can tax me because I
am single, you can tax me
because my eyes are gray,
my hair is white, or I am
72 years old. I have no
more control over these
conditions than I have over
my marital status. How
many eligible single men,
age 72, or thereabouts, do .
you know?"

To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company.paid,
graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL •
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE• ENGINEERING SCIENCE• ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

Miss Kellums has raised
an issue that will arouse
the sympathy and support
of a great many taxpayers.
As the Turlock, California,
Journal says, "We salute ·
a brave fighter for a '.
cause she believes to be ;
right."

Consult your college placement officer - or write Mr.
William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

Logical Steps
CAVU 0 might also mean full utilization of your technical skills
"The murder took place
through a wide range of challenging programs which include jet
in the upper bedroom,"
engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas
stated the prosecuting atturbines for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
torneJ. "Now, where are
programs, fuel cells for space vehides and terrestrial uses, and
..
the steps in relation to the
other advanced systems.
bedroom?"
The witness seemed puzzled for a moment. Then
DIVISION 0,. UNITED
CORPORATION
he collected his few wits
and replied, "At the
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
tom, the steps are up. At
WEST
PALM_
BEACH,
_
_
_
_
_
_
__
_FLORIDA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___J
the top. they are down." ·

\
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Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
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Boole. Review'
(Report by Frank Hawkins, Math Dept.)
The following is a review of a book written by
Dr. Beauregard Stubble•, field, which will appear in
the winter issue of Penta- :
gon:

An Intuitive Approach
to Elementary Geometry
Beauregard S t u b blefield.
Brooks/Cole Pub l is bing
Company, Belmont, California 1969 254 pp $7.95.

Kicking Off With Social Studies
·,.

Teaching of Social Studies in Elementary Grades
Bulletin
Board
shows
great success.
Education Course 763 is
under the direction of Dr.
William R. Walters, professor of Elementary Edu-

cation, Prairie View A and
M. College, Prairie View,
Texas.
All students in the
course took an active part
in the planning and in the
construction of this display. The bulletin board

<Wdaoml!. to .

Wyatts Chapel Baptist Church
Prairie View, Texas
l Mile Northwest of the College)

FREE TRANSPORTATION TO CHURCH

SUNDAY SCHOOL ____________ 10:00 a.m.
MORNING WORSHIP ________ 11: 15 a.m.
LORD SUPPER _____ Each 2nd Sunday
REV. E. W. (Ed.) McCULLOUGH, Pastor
REV. J. I. KIRKWOOD, Assistant

Phone 857-3230 - 857-3725 -

857-3533

ST. MARTIN de PORRES
CATHOLIC CHURCH
(on the street behind the Freeze King)

SUNDAY MASS -

10:00 A.M.

Taxi to Church outside Evans Hall at 9:30 a.m.

DAILY MASS -

5:00 P.M.

Chaplain: Fr. Robert Bowen, S.S. J.
Office (Campus) - Grounds Building.
Office Hours: Monday thru Friday 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Church Phone: 857-3351

THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH
WElCOt--AES YOU
ST. FRANCIS' CHURCH AND STUDENT CHAPEL
(Adjacent to Campus)

Vicar: Father James Moore -

depicts the following ideas:
1. How to share with
others
2. How to listen attentively when someone is
speaking

!

I
,
'
:
'

It is encouraging indeed
to find a book in geometry
by a noted scholar written
particularly for the stu- !
TO REPRESENT MANPOWER PROJECT dent who plans to be an From L to R are Miss Erma Jackson, representing the
elementary teacher. We Stenography class; Mrs. Clara Blant.on, Representing
may continue to hope for the Aut.omotive Class; Mrs. Nora Campbell, representbetter mathematics teach- ing the Dry Cleaning-Pressing class; Mrs. Lutherola
ing on all levels so long as Haynes, representing the Meat Cutting class; and Miss
reputable writers are im- I Margie Anderson, representing the Computer Programplementing the recommen- i ming.
dations of the CUPM with , - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - · -- - textbooks such as this one.
■

I

E&D Manpower proJect
Representedat Homecom1ng

I

so~~:cu~7:~ tegrates
The author carefully in- ;
the various

le!~ H~:ro~~h
and writing
4. How to learn through
art experiences
5. How to present dramatic activities
6. How to use field trips
and excursions to advantage
7. How to conduct experiments in Social Studies
The following st udents
participated in the display:
. n1·e Cyrus, Mr.
Mrs. Mm
Lonnie Thomas, Mrs. Robbie Neal, Miss Bettye Jean
Holley, Miss Doris Jean
Burrell, and Miss Beverly
Emanuel.
-Miss Bettye J. Holley
Cleveland, Texas Publie Schools

i

branches of geometry in
■
such a manner as to point
up the unitary character of
all mathematics and to
emphasize its interrelatedThe Experim~ntal and cultural and Mechanical
ness with other areas. This , Demonstration Manpower College, School of Indusfea~ure ~one is a strong Project, Prairie View Agri- 1trial Education and Techselhng pomt for the book.
··
I
. 1backed up with numerous Ino1ogy is proud to anThe reader moves easlly .
d
.
1nounce its participation in
into the comparitive study '. exaTmh P1es. an_ exefrc~ses.
the Homecoming activities
ed
.
·
e
prmc1p
1
e
o
mtegra1
of forma d uctlve geom- tio is manife t . the au on Saturday November 8
etry which characterized
n
s m
'
•
his high school course with t~or's treatment of space 1969 a more informal or experi- f1g_ures ~here he moves
The active participants
mental eometr .
qwckly_ mto fu~dame~tal and representative vocag
Y
topolog1c a I considerations tions are: Mrs. Nora
The axoimatic approach and Euler's formula. This Campbell, representing the
in studying parallelism same principle is operative Dry Cleaning - Pressing
and the construction of in the establishment of class, Miss Erma Jackson
models enables the student geometric proofs for alge representing the Stenograto grasp easily that the ad- braic identities.
' phy class, Mrs. Lutherola
Two youngsters were dition of axioms prepares
Cartesian analytic geom- ' Haynes representing the
squabbling in the family the way for a whole new etry is discussed simultan- Meat Cutting class, Miss
room one day about who type of geometry; the im- eously with the vector
Margie Anderson reprewould be the mother in portant role played by resentation of space; conic senting the Computer Protheir intense game of models in testing consis- sections are given brief gramming class and Mrs.
House.
tency and independence of mention.
Clara Blanton, a StenograSuddenly, the neighbor axioms is well presented.
The
axiomatic
note , phy trainee representing
girl got up and huffed out Such basic concepts as struck by the author in the the Automotive class.
of the room, her head held congrue n c e, measurement early pages of the book is i The above mentioned
high: "And I'm going to of segments and angles, repeated in the two final ! young ladies were elected
th e chapters
have my mother call your constructions
and
dealing
with ,• by popular vote of the tomother and give her a study of similarities are Non _ Euclidean Geometry tal project enrollment.
p__i_ece
__
of_m_y:_m_1_·n_d_.'_'____t_re_a_t_ed
__w_i_th__cl_a_r_it_y_an_d and
the
Postulational
Mrs. Nora Campbell,
Method.
: representing
the
Dry
The problems are origi- : Cleaning - Pressing class,
nal and appropriate both i was the winner and will be
as to content and timing Mrs. E&D Manpower Proi.e., they underscore with ject. A native of Sealy,
freshness a topic that is Texas, Queen Nora and her
being presented at a given royal court will represent
time.
the project and participate
The book is a must for in t~e para~e _a?d all homeall preparing to teach commg act1v1t1es.
in the elementary school
The project representa, mathematics in the ele- tives would like to express
. mentary school.
their gratitude to the coll
Sister Helen Sullivan lege for having the oppor1
Mount St. Scholastica tunity of participating in
College
this annual affair.

rep-

I

I

857-3590

SUNDAY SERVICE
9:00 a.m.

WARD'S PHARMACrY

SUNDAY SCHOOL

";/OUR REXALL STORE··

10: 15 a.m.
Monday thru Thursday

5,30 p-m.

HALLOWEEN TIME - .Jack and Jill, a community recreation club for adults and children sponsored
a Halloween parade and picnic on that specia day in
Oct.ober. Here you see some of the goblins and ■
wit.cbes as they prepared for their annual trick or ~

treat.

•
l

Waller County's Most Progressive
and Most Modern Drug Store
Telephone VA 6-2445

Hempstead, Texas
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Increase Corporate
lnveshnent Needed
For Negro Colleges

'. ilar increases are taking Ir The major corporate inplace at all of the nation's vestment cited in the re' public Negro college OAP- port is a $390,000 grant
NC reports.
made earlier this year by

Recent corporate investment in public Negro colleges, while helping meet ·
important needs, is only a
small fraction of what it
should be, according to a
special report, Business
Opportunities U n I imited,
released by the Office for i
Advancement of Public ;
Negro Colleges (OAPNC) I
of the National Association
of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges. Increased corporate investment would benefit both ·
the business community
and the colleges, the report declares in noting
that the nation's predominantly Negro colleges are
providing a valuable source
William Kennedy has , for manpower to business
oined the staff of Kelly and industry in the United ,
?ittelko Fritz & Forssen, 1 States,
!ivil and structural engi- · The new report notes .
1eers, 720 Lloyd Bldg., the importance of these !
,eatte; Los Angeles, and colleges to business and .
\nchorage. He will concen- industry, calling special at1
:ate in the. scructural d~- ; ten~i~n to their manpower j
,1gn of proJects for arch1- trammg and public service !
ects in all three areas, contributions. The report
vo;king out of the Seattle , also highlights the colleg-1
►fflce.
es' resources and activities !
Kennedy, a native of · in related technical fields.
,heffield, A~a:, is. a gradOf special significance,
1ate of Prame View A & according to the OAPNC, ,
If College in Texas. He ' is the recent growth in the
vas most recently. employ- number of students pre!d by The Boeing Co., paring for business ca;pace Division, Launch reers. While total enroll;ystems Branch in New ment at public Negro col)rle!ms, as an associate fa- i leges rose by 12 percent
:ilities design engineer. · from 1966 to 1968 the
. He was pr_oject engineer number of undergraduate
or t~e design . and con- business majors rose by 30
:truct1on of port10ns of the ! percent. In addition, many
,-lC Booster Static-Test Negro students in other j
:omplex. His work also in- fields such as sociology
.
'
!1ud.ed cor~ective
and pre- mathematics,
and · science,' Ij
1ent1ve maintenance to the are seeking careers in bus- ;
!Omplex, along with cus- 1ness.
·
!!
:omer liaison with the NaAlthough most of the
:ional Aeronautics & Space public Negro colleges are
Administration.
located in the South or ·
Kelly Pittelko Fritz & border states, the colleges
Forssen is presently en- are indeed a national man- 1
gaged in structural con- power resource, enrolling l
mlting to architects and one-third of all black stuwaterfront and airport de- dents in higher education I
sign, as well as consulting today, according to the !
to oil companies on Alas- OAPNC. The report states '
ka 's North Slope.
that graduates now work- i
ing in industry have been
' far more likely than their
classmates in other fields
to leave the South for job
CJ? little mirrow
' opportunities elsewhere in
What doth thee see?
the country.
•
In countless cases, Ne1
Stnke a candle
i gro college graduates, for
And see madame
J whom
corporate jobs and
Stop! be not a nasty river advancement were beyond
?
, reach a
decade ago, are
What doth thee see·
proving themselves valuPicture quicksand
able assets. It is not surAnd know madame.
I prising to find corporate
recruiters focusing on the
5top ! I warn thee, be not campuses where they are
a crass bigot
most likely to find promisWhat doth thee see?
ing minority group talent.
A stagnant spigot
Southern University, for
example, had only 15 reEnds a spring madame
cruiters focusing on the
)-Oh! How I warned thee, campuses where they are
not to be ugly
most likely to find promising minority group talWJ:iat doth thee see?
ent. Southern University,
Thy hast sayeth it
for example, had only 15
Not I, madame.
recruiters to visit its Louisiana campus in 1960. In
((Crash))
1968, there were 600. SimJohn LaSand

the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco largest single grant ever
Company to Winston-Sal- made by a company to a
em State University in traditionally Negro colNorth Carolina. This is the
Sett INCREASE, Page 9

Kennedy Joins

Structural Eng.
Firm In Seattle

i

l

i

341
l

Dark Hope

I

Come as you are!
Now's the time to sign up at your placement office for an interview with the Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course recruiter. This could be the start of something big!
And just what IS the Bethlehem Steel Loop Course? Glad you askedl It's our management
development program for graduates with bachelors' or advanced degrees.
Bethlehem loopers (150 to 200 every year) spen~ four swinging weeks at our home offices in
Bethlehem, Pa. Then, primed with information about the entire corporation and rarin' to go, they report to the appropriate plants or departments for their first assignments. Then, onward and upward!
Where would YOU fit into the Loop Course? Check your degree or the one most similar to it:

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING-Engineering or mechanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabrieating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel
and combustion departments. Supervision of production
operations. Marine engineering assignments in Shipbuilding Department. Also : Sales or Research .
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING-Metallurg ical departments of steel plants and manufacturi ng operations.
Eng ineering and service divisions. Technical and supervisory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling
mills. Also : Research or Sales.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS- Techn ical and supervisory
positions in coke works , including production of byproduct chemicals . Fuel and combustion departments,
including responsibility for operation and maintenance
of air and water pollution control equipment. Engineering and metallurgical departments. Steelmaking operations . Also : Research or Sales.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-Positions in steel plants,
fabricating works, shipyards, and mines. Engineering
and maintenance departments. Supervision of steelmaking, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating operations. Also : Sales.
CIVIL ENGINEERING-Fabricated Steel Construction
assignments in engineering, field erection, or works
management. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assignments in engineering, construction, and maintenance.
Supervision of production operations. Sales Department
assignments as line salesman or sales engineer (technical service to architects and engineers) .

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-Steel p1ant, fabricating
works, mining operations, and shipyard Alectrical engineering , constn.. _,ion , and maintenance departments.
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment. Also : Research or Sales.
MINING ENGINEERING-Our Mining Department operates coal and iron ore mining operations and limestone quarries, many of wh ich are am ong the most
modern and efficient in the industry. Th is 10,000-man
activity offers unl imited opportunities to mining engineers. Also: Research .
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERSGraduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in
our Shipbu ilding Department, including the Central
Techn ical Division, our design and engineering organization. Also: Traffic.
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we recruit
loopers with techn ical degrees other than those listed
above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encouraged to sign up for an iJ1terview.
AC~O.UNT~NTS-Graduates in accounting or business
admin1str~t1on (24 h~(!rS of account~ng are preferred)
~re recruited for training for supervisory assignments
in our 3,000-man Accounting Department.
OTHER NON-TECHNICAL DEGREES-Graduates with
~ewees in liberal arts, business, and the humanities are
invited to discuss.opportunities in the Sales Department.
Som€: no~-techrncal graduates may be chosen to fill
openings in steel plant operations and otherdepartments.

WHEN YOU SIGN UP be ~ur.e t~ pick up a copy of our booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and
the Loop Course." It tells It like It is.

BETHLEHEM STEEL
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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CLUB NEWS

-Mathematics

Hello fellow students:
The Mathematics Club
Officers are: President,
James Handsborough; 1st
Vice President, Zollie Johnson; 2nd Vice President,
James Kirkwood; Business
Manag r, Joe Beasley; Secretary, Sallie Watkins;
Parliamentarian, Raymond
Hill; Corr sponding Secretary, Agnes Simon; Treasurer, Lonnell Glenn; Reporter,
Trachanzie
P.
Poole, Jr.; Miss Mathematics, Dorothy H. Anderson;
Most Popular Instructor,
Mr. Willie E. Taylor, Jr.
In addition to the election of the officers, the
Mathematics Club held its
formal Freshman Initiation period from October
28, 1969 to November 3,
1969.
This period terminated
with taking the Mathematics Oath at the Initiation Party which was held
after Colloquium on November 3, 1969, at about
7:00 p.m.
There was total participation by all members.
During the party, the
goals of the Mathematics
Club as well as the annual
dues were discussed.
The members of the
Mathematics Club welcome
the new club members and
wish them the best of luck
ln the coming year.
Trachanzie P. Poole, Jr.
Reporter:

Alpha Muu Gamma
Honor Society

The Les Beaux Arts Cultural Club wishes to pay
tribute to two brothers
The Alpha Mu G;imma serving on active duty in
National Foreign Lang- Viet Nam. They are servuage Honor Society, had ing in the capacities of
its first meeting of the Army 2nd Lt.'s. They are
year October 20, on the col- 2nd Lt. William Echols
lege campus. The members and 2nd Lt. Ronald Reese.
really did their "thing" as To these brothers, we wish
they planned for a very ex- the best of luck and success. We sincerely hope for
citing year.
a safe return .
Officers for t~e year 6:
We would also acknowand 70 are: President, Mo · 1 d
f our Club sisly Reese; Vice President, e ge Sonhe ~ M'
S d
ters.
e 1s
1ss an ra
Ethel Hall; Secretary, San- McD ona ld . Lett ra McDo ndra K. Abney; Treasurer, ld h s r ntl acce ted
Lawrence Sanchez ; Re- a
~ . ece Y
P
rter Brenda Kaye Ber- a pos1t10? Federal <:a~eer
po
' .
.
Opportunity Comm1ss1on.
ry; Parliamentarian, Lar- T 0 h
• h th b t 0 f
ry Partee' ; Dean of Pieder ~e wis
e es
ges. Cynthia Hall and Lar- every th mg.
ry Partee'.
The Brown and Gold of
the L. B. A. seeks to reach
The Alpha Mu Gamma new heights this year. For
pledge line includes: Gwen "the sky is the limit". The
Lickett,
Brenda
Carr, brothers of the L. B. A.
Brenda Moore, Brenda have taken on a new look,
Crockett, Bonita Bolton, for we're reaching out to
Maria Robledo, and Jae- make our campus better
quelyn Mayes. The pled- for each and every indigees were honored with a vidual.
"groovy" Rush Party held
The leaders of this new
in the Memorial Center charge of the Brown and
Ballroom. Miss Sandra K. Gold are: Chester Reese,
Abney was elected as Al- Pres.; Byron Fuller, Vicepha Mu Gamma Sweet- Pres.;
George
Miller,
heart for th e year 69-70. Treasurer; Booker DavenMiss Abney is a Senior, port, Sec.; Travis Harris,
majoring in English and Bus. Mgr.; Ahab (Wilford
Spanish and hails from Melton), Dean of Pledges;
Terrell, Texas.
Clearence Iglehart, Asst.
Reporter
Dean; and Otis B. ClayBrenda K. Berry borne, Reporter.
We would also recognize
our beautiful queen, · Miss
Bobbie Lee. She is Miss
LBA for the year 1969There will be a meeting 1970. She is, perhaps, our
of the South-West Region- authentic leader. She is the
al-PY Club on Monday, true possessor of the qualiNovember 17th at 8 p.m. ties of beauty, glamor,
The purpose of this meet- poise, grace, integrity and
ing is to reactivate, reorg- enchantment. Without our
anize, and elect officers for LBL's we wouldn't even
, the year 1969-1970. All in- exist. For behind all great
dividuals in the Glidden, men, there are great woWeimar, Waelder, Schulen- men.
burg, Hallettsville, Sealy,
The future men of the
Columbus, Eagle Lake, LBA are the Frames.
Wharton, Bay City, and El These individuals exhibitCampo areas are invited to ed a great desire to beattend. The place of the come Men Of The LBA.
meeting will be designated
Future Men Of The
at a later date. If anyone LBA. Frame Club - Anhas any questions, contact thony Echols, Pres.; RobOtis Clayborne - Acting ert
Wiley,
Vice-Pres.;
Chairman.
See LBA, Page 9

Southwest - PV

Has New Queen
On October 16, 1969,
Scabbard and Blades, The
National Military Honor
Society announced their
new queen. She is non
other than Miss Marian ..
Smith, a sophomore majoring in Library Science,
from Lake Helen, Florida.
The purposes of the National Military Honor Society of Scabbard and
Blades is to unite in close
relationship, Military Departments
in American
Colleges and Universities.
Scabbard and Blades aims
are to further the essen-

See SCABBARD. P~e 10

LBA

Beta, Beta, Beta
Biological Honor
Society
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FASHION SPOTLIGH

sonality this fall, with an
affluence of looks available.
There are slinky cloths,
by Harrianne Odom
feminine ones, the ruffles
The members of the re- Accessories make the
and freaky ones with
cently installed chapter of difference
Fashion has a split per- fringes.
Beta Beta Beta have gotten off to a good start this
year, and now they are in
the process of organizing
for their second great yea
of activity.
For the sake of information, BBB is a nationa
biological honor societ
founded in 1922, at Oklahoma City University b
Dr. Frank G. Brooks. Ou
chapter, Sigma Chi, cam
into being November 22,
1968, with the installation
of 12 undergraduate students and 10 faculty members. This society is mainl
for
undergraduate students, biology majors, who
are scholarly achievers and
who indicate special aptitude for, and major interest in the biological sciences.
Feminine
It emphasizes, therefore,
Freaky
a
three-fold
program:
stimulation of scholarship;
According to the top dedissemination of scientific signers Dior and Valen- belt, chain vest.
knowledge; and promotion tino, a girl can add her NOW!!!
Leg News!!!
of biological research.
own individual stamp to
Leg elegance for the 70's
There are four types of
The young women of
members of this society: the total look by carefully
Paris
have borrowed the
choosing
and
varying
her
active, associate, graduate,
flower
painted legs of Itand honorary. The qualifi- accessories.
aly
by
embroidering flowcations necessary for beThe
1930's
have
become
ers
on
their
leotards. How
coming an active member
are: (1) must major in the 1970's according to do you accept this as a
one of the biological scienc- jewelry. The most popular fad?
Make-Up News
es, (2) be at least an ad- additives are the long
strings
of
pearls,
tasseled
Didn't know this was an
vanced sophomore , ( 3)
completed three biological ropes that look as if they accessory did you? Well, it
science courses, ( 4) pos- came off plush draperies to is and let's don't over due
sess a grade average of at be tied around the head o'r it. Use it to add to your apleast B within these cours- waist, the long-long scarv- pearance not subtract from
es, and (5) have an over- es, and of course, the chain it.
all grade point average of
3.0 and over. Associate
members are those whose
grade averages range from
by Otis B. Clayborne
2.5 - 2.9.
In these times of trouble, we are sometimes found
On Friday, November
21st, 19 new members will wanting to hide from the whole hideous world. We
be initiated into BBB. find ourselves victims of a savage society which we
These individuals
have did not create. We, in the United States, find ourselves
been carefully screened aiding others in bringing about peace. This, however.
and have met all the neces- is very peculiar, since we have so much internal turmsary requirements. These oil. Though this turmoil is sometimes overbearing, let
prospective members are: us stand up ,to it and not be forced to become a part
Active members - Chester of it. We are individuals with moral hopes and true
Lee Burks, Clara Stene desires. We are people of the caliber of Harriet TubByrd, Ira Murchison; As- man.
Harriet Tubman was born in March, 1820 and died
sociate Members - Ira Bell,
ill;
Theodore
Brown, in March of 1913. She was, as we are today, born into a
James Bryant, Jr., Yvonne system that she had not helped to create. She was
born a slave. Early in her life, she disheartened with
slavery. She decided to do something about it. She.
alone, escaped from her masters and became a freedom leader in both the North and the South. Mrs.
Tubman, in the following ten year period, aided over
300 other slaves to escape through the underground
railroad. During the Civil War, Mrs. Tubman served
as a nurse, spy, agent, soldier, and scout. In the light
of this great person's achievements we dedicate this
poem to her memory. We hope that you too will recognize the task ahead and accept the challenge. We
hope that our country will direct a greater effort
toward the internal problems with which we're faced.
"For this is My Country."
Dedicated to the memory of Mrs. Harrriet Ross
Tubman.

DOING THEIR THING

by Jackie Willis,
Clothing & Textile 'Sr.
Fashion Editor

The Thoughts of LBA

Harrison,
Joyce
Marie
Hoyt; Graduate Members
- Floyd Gene Billings, Dr.
Shamser S. Brar, Al Theria Burrs, Harriet Kelly,
Dr. Baldlo K. Chopra, Dr.
John W. Llttle, Felix N.

Osuji, Nelson Patterson,
Mrs. Joyce B. Thompson,
Alfred
Leon Williams;
Honorary Member - Dr. A.
I. Thomas.
Miss Beta Beta Beta for
See BET A. BET A. Page 11
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Substraction
My love I see The storm not weathered
Once joined boughs flayed
wee
Promises and trust withered.
My love I see Cherished truth encased
In promises broken fee
Love turned about face.
My love I see,
Once single hearts detach
never more to produce glee
From love's quilted patch.

Mi Mi's Soni Column
Before I announce a
winner, let me apologize to
you students for not putting my address in ~e last
issue of the paper. Everybody has been stopping me
on campus wanting to
know how to write in. Mail
all entries to MIMI'S

Increase

John LaSand

CONTINUED from Page 7

lege. The grant finances a
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broad educational improve1 ment program that includ~.,
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SOUL COLUMN, PUBLIC AT IO NS OFFICE,
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS.
The winner for this week
is a F'reshman young lady
who lives in Collins Hall.
Whoever you are, you forgot to include your name.
If you will do so in the
near future, I will be glad
to mention it in the next
issue.
What Is Soul To Me
Soul. Now there is a
word that I believe has
been and still is extremely
over-used and overworked.
Everything is Soul now.
Soul - food, soul - clothes,
soul - man, and just plain
soul everything.
Soul, in its most literal
sense is a state of mind. If
you have it in your heart,
then there's no need to

have it anywhere else.
However, I must admit
that we as a race are a
very SOULFUUL one. Believe me, we know the
meaning of soul. Some
have been known to say
that we invented the word.
We know that it's that
feeling that makes you
move to a soulful sound of
Aretha Franklin, Lady
Soul herself, or that feeling you get when you're
ready for a good time, or
that thing that pushes you
when you're ready to sit
down. There's no way to
really explain it. Either
you have it or you don't.
You can't sit down with it,
but you can't get up witt,out it.
The next topic for the
contest is "How Could I
Become The First Negro
President".

He will give his angels i
charge of you.-(Psalms
~. 91 ·11)
.
.
l
. H"
CONTINUED from Page 8
• We are a ways m 1s presence. And when we consciously Gregory
Lee,
William
acknowledge the presence of Reese,
Radell
Igehart,
God within us, we find our- William Igehart, Weldon
selves quiet and peaceful. He Washington, Isaish White,
makes us feel safe and secure. Jimmie Jones, Robert EvIn this way we can live in a ans, Ronald Hicks, Leon
world of order and harmony, Chambers, Louis Griffin,
where truth makes our world Calvin Harris.
a pleasant place in which tc
live.
Safety In Numbers
If you must get into a
heated discussion with an
argumentative person who
is bigger than you, keep a
Secretary; Melvin Arnett,
The next Sociology Club friend nearby.
Head Constitutional Com- meeting will be; held Wed- ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;•
mittee·
Orell
Traylor, nesday, November 12 at
'
Tr ea surer; Claronette 6 :30 p.m. Important busiBooker, Reporter; George ness will be discussed at
Miller, Sergeant-at-arms; the meeting, and all memDaisy Amos, Reporter; bers are encouraged to be
and Beatrice Houston, Re- present.
porter.
Beatrice Houston

Help Keep Our
Campus Clean

The Sociology Club
The Sociology Club has
elected its officers for the
1969-70 aca~~mic sfchthool
year. The 0111cers o
e
Club are as follows: From
left to right: Larry Crenshaw, President; Sandra
Baker, Vi c e - President;
Jackie Fuller, Secretary;
Jackie Branch, Assistant

Something To Watch Music By
The original Black Box. Unique and Beautiful. A flickering spectrum of colors like the rainbow hues
of • m_isty ~m~er ~ain. _Plug the Black Box into any electrical outlet and any kind of music takes on a
new d1mens1on m hstenmg pleasure. Every beat of the music ... Pop-Rock-Ballad-Folk or semiclassical ... is matched with a splashing flicker of brilliant amber, red, blue green, and mar~on lights.
The Black Box brings you the psychedelic color of a real discotheque. Parties.swinging happenings
come alive with the original Black Box.
It's your thing to watch music by.

$14.95

Remember

TOP LOANS
Must be repaid after you drop out of school
or graduate. TOP loans are not gifts.
Borrow if you need it, but remember it
must be paid back.

Plus $1.00 for mailing and insurance
(Texas residents add~ state tax)

COMPLETE ANO MAIL THIS FORM
~
........ !°.~~-':?.~~-~~ -~~~~-~ !3.~>:...... ~ \\

Psychedelite Distributors
5502Ave. S
Galveston, Texas 77550
Please send _
Black Boxes. My check,
cash or money order is attached.
Name

Address

--------Zip
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Naval Science Institute
Memories Of AChallenging Summer
After the rigors of a
five-week Naval Science
Institute (NSI) at the Naval Air Station, Corpus
Christi, Texas, the 13 junior class midshipmen return to P. V. with strong
memories of the academic
and physical challenges
they overcame, as well as
of the many new and
pleasurable e x p e r i ences
they had.
The NSI is designed to
cover the first two years
of Naval Science for students
who enter the
NROTC program at the
~nd of their sophomore
year. It is necessarily a
concentrated p r o g r a m,
which kept the midshipmen busy from reveille at
5 :00 a.m. each morning
thru taps at 11 :00 p.m.
A typical day at Corpus
Christi included a t;>Ostbreakfast jaunt around the
obstacle course, a morning
full of classroom instruction, lunch, more classes in
the afternoon. The three
courses the midshipmen
took were Naval Orientation, Seapower, and Naval
Weapons.
A f t er n o o n
classes were followed by
special scheduled events
~uch as checks in the ejection seat trainer, flights in
the T-34, small arms firing checkout, drill competition, swimming lessons,
or some other form of exercise. Dinner was followed by free time for the students, who managed to
keep themselves occupied
throughout the evening.
In spite of the heavy
work load there was still
time for socializing and
recreation. Dances in the
psychadelic "Ready Room"
at the Officers' Club were
a regular Wednesday night
affair. There was weekend

MIDN 2nd Class Beasley being readied for bis
"test flight" in the ejection seat trainer.

MIDN 2nd Class Chappell and a Naval Air St.tlon
squadron pilot check out the T-34 prior t.o an lndoctri•
nation flight.
liberty for visits to the midshipmen, their dates,
city of Corpus Christi, to and the staff.
of
the beautiful beaches on
After
completion
nearby Padre Island, and their time at Corpus
to other local sights. A pie- Christi, the midshipmen
nic was also held for the boarded the Destroyer U.

Association of the United States Army
Announcement has been made for the appointment and assignments for the
following named cadet commissioned officers, ROTC Brigade, Prairie View A&M
College, Prairie View, Texas.
Brigade Commander Luther Berry, LTC
Executive Officer Ronny Johnson, Maj.

Intelligence Officer, C. Poole, Cpt.
Operations Officer, J. Henson, Cpt.

Info. Officer L. Partee, Cpt.
Arthur Bass,
ttalion Commander
CPT. J. T. Smith, Executive Officer
LT. I. Evans, Adjutant
Lt. J. Edwards, Int. Officer
LT. Floyd Robinson, Operations

'

I

COMPANY C
LT. T. Eustage, CO
LT. A. Morrison, XO
LT. J. Hickman, P. L.
LT. 0. Clayborne, P. L.
LT. T. Poole, P. L.
LT. R. Robinson, Asst. P.L.

Major Wilmer Andrews
is a graduate of Hampton
Institute in Hampton, Va.
He was commissioned in
the Artillary and transferred to Air Defence Artil, .. - t:. · _,. . ·:,"'" = .~
lary in 1968. He has at- .-,.. ;, ::'.:' ,,
·•
" ,~ • >:';, " ~'A'" .
tended several M 1·1·t
1 ary (_~
_
Service Schools and has ~ ' •
been assigned to various '
I' ~ "1
military installations. He f.HIY"="'- ....a.~
was born in Akron, Ohio.
He is married and has two
children.
Captain Thomas Steuber, a native of Milwaukee,
Wis., is a graduate of The
University of Wisconsin, v'_.,.__
the USA Infantry School,
and the Army Combined vice Medal. He is married
Arms School. He is an Air- to Nellie King and is the
borne Ranger and a Para- father of two girls.
chutist. His overseas duSSG Robert Guthrie is
ties include stations in a native of Elmire, New
Germany and Vietnam. Be- York. His military training
cause of his dedicated and includes Unit and Organimeritorous service, he has zation Supply NCO, and
been awarded the Ranger General Supply Specialist
Tab, Parachute Badge, Na- School.
His specialized
tional
Defence
Service training includes the GeMedal, Vietnamese Service neva
Convention, CBR
Medal and the Combat In- Training and Code of Confantryman Cabger. He is duct Training. His tour of
an Infantry Officer and is duty i n c 1 u de s Korea,
the newest member of the France, and Vietnam. His
ROTC Instructor Staff.
numerous decorations inlSG James Smith at- elude the Good Conduct
tended the 1st Army NCO Medal with 3 Loops, the
School and the 3rd Div Bronze Star Medal, VietnaNCO School. Prior to his mese Service Medal, Naarrival at Prairie View, he tional
Defense Service
served as a platoon serge- Medal and the Combat Inant in Viet-Nam. His hob- fantryrnan's Badge. He is
hies are Golf and Bowling. married to the former AdHis awards include the die Mae Lawson. He is supBronze Star with five clus- ply sergeant for the ROTC
ters, Army Commendation Instructor Unit.
Medal, Vietnamese Service'
Office of the President
Medal, Purple Heart, Air
Larry A. Partee, CapMedal, National Defense
tain
Medal, Vietnamese Campaign Medal, and the Good
Conduct Medal with four
clasps. He is an instructor
CQ
in the Department of Mil- CONTINUED from Page 8
itary Science and acting
Sergeant Major. He is mar- tial qual_ities of good and
ried to Edmonia Smith and outstanding f e 11 o w ship
they have two sons.
among cadet officers. CaSgt R O~ d K"
.
det Capt. James Bodley is
.d · t
afn Ch itntg is a Commanding Officer this
res1 en o
a anooga, year.
Tennessee. He has attendThe cadets and cadre
S. S. Haynsworth, DD-700, ed CBR Training School,
where they lived and work- Military Justice Training, wishes Miss Smith a long
ed f
th
d
half
and prosperous reign as
or
ree an a
Survival Escape and Eva- Miss Scabbard and Blades.
days.
sion, and Training for EmPartly as a result of this ergency Medical Care. His
summer's training, the tour of duty includes GerOld Lady: "Give me a
word has gotten around many, Korea, and Alaska. mousetrap quickly, I have
that the NROTC juniors His decoration includes the to catch a bus."
are "tough and ready" Good Conduct Medal and
Clerk: "Sorry, lady, we
competitors.
The National Defense Ser- don't have any that big."

The Prairie View A&M
College ROTC Instructor
Unit has added 8 new additions to its staff. They are
Lt. Col. Vernon Black, Major Wilmer Andrews, Major Willie Shephard, Captain Tommy Osborne, Captain Thomas Steuber, lSG
James Smith, SSG Roland
King, and SSG Robert
Guthrie. Three of the five
officers are Prairie View
graduates. Lt. Col. Black
graduated from Prairie
View A&M College and
was commissioned in the
United States Infantry. Lt.
Col. Black graduated in
1952 with a major in political science. He attended
the Army Command and
General Staff College. His
awards include the Army
Commendation Medal, the
Joint Service Medal, and
the Bronze Star Medal. He
is married to Nancy M.
Black and they have two
children, Andrea and Vernon II.
Major Willie Shephard,
a native of Carbondale,
Texas, is also a graduate
of Prairie View A&M College. Major Shephard is an
Armor Officer and Assistant Professor of Military
Science. His military education includes the 7th Army Combat Arms School
and the US Army Arms
School. He is married and
the father of two children.
Captain
Tommy Osborne, the Adjutant for
the . s_taff,. graduated from
Prame View in 1964. He
was commissioned in the
Signal Corps. He has attended the CBR Course,
the Material Readiness Officer's Course and the Signal Officer's Basic Course.
His foreign service tours
include Germany and Vietnam. He is married to the
former Emma K. Elmore
and they have two sons,
Tommy II and Sean
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _·___

MJ Neighbors

1
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MAJ. Morris Price, Battalion Commander
CPT. J. Bodley, Executive Officer
LT C. Washington, Adjutant
LT. A. Miller, Int. Training
LT. Sammy Montgomery, Supply

Supply Officer, R. Williams, Cpt.

COMPANY A
LT. L. Catchings, CO
LT. R. Walker, XO
LT. C. Taylor, P.L.
LT. T. Pegues, Asst. P. L.
LT. R. Phoenix, P. L.
LT. R. Evans, Asst. P. L.
LT. E. Durgens, P. L.

AUSA

i

~OMPANY D
LT. E. Polk, CO
LT. W. Scott, XO
LT. J. Madkins, P. L.
LT B. Duncan, P. L.
LT. L. Sanche-z, P. L.
LT. L. Demerson, Asst.

LT.
LT.
LT.
LT.
LT.
LT.

comlANY E
T. Smith, CO
T. Brown, XO
P. Strambler, P. L.
R. Shaw, P. L.
Z. Johnson, P. L.
G. Stevens, Asst. P.L.

COMPANY B
Lt. L. Waitz, CO
LT. C. Henry, XO
P. L.
LT. G. Reed, Asst. P. L.
LT. 0. Rosignon, P. L.
LT. R. Williams, Asst. P.L. LT. C. Gardner, Asst. P.L.
LT. J. Johnson, P. L.
I
LT. H. Dabney, P. L.
ROTC BAND COMPANY
LT. W. Scott, P. L.
LT C. Metters, CO

I

J

COMPANY
LT L. Mitchell, CO
LT W. Anderson, XO
LT C. Mayfield, P. L.
LT J. Cheatham, P. L.
LT K. Martindale, P. L.
LT. W. Williams, P. L.

I
COUNTER G COMPANY
LT L. Collins, CO
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PV Grad Commended For
Aid In Fund Campaigns

CONTINUED from Page 8

A former Dallas resident 1cane Camille. Propelled by
has been commended for winds of up to 190 miles
his outstanding manage- per hour, the hurricane dement of two important stroyed the homes of 29
fund campaigns for the employees and damaged
Space Division of North the residences of many
American Rockwell Corp- others as it ravaged the
Gulf C'oast area August
oration (NR).
Walter Epps, who now 17-18.
A total of $36,669 was
resides with his wife, Loudonated to the fund by
ise, in Los Angeles, was
Space Division personnel
cited by Space Division at Downey and Seal Beach,
President William Bergen Calif. ; Kennedy
Space
Fla.;
Houston,
for his organization and Center,
management of the divis- Texas, and Huntsville, Ala.
ion's 1969 U. S. Savings Employees affected by the
Bond drive and a special hurricane • were at the
Mississippi Disaster Fund Space Division plant at the
following Hurricane Ca- National Aeronautics and
S p a c e Administration's
mille.
IN APPRECIATION
Walter
Epp's parents, Mr. and 50 miles northeast of New
Epps,
right,
and
William
Bergen,
presiMrs. James Epps, live at OrleanS, La.
dent
of
North
American
Rockwell
Cor2030 Essex St. in Dallas.
Epps has been with the
Epps majored in mathe- Space Division since Feb- poration's Space Division, admire Apolmatics at Prairie View ruary, 1967. He is a manA&M College in Prairie agement system analyst in
View, where he was grad- the division's financial oruated with a BS degree.
ganization.
Under Epps' guidance,
The 29th largest indusSpace Division employee trial corporation in the
participation in the Sav- United States, North Amings Bond program this erican Rockwell is engaged
year reached an all-time in 20 related engineering
high of 99.1 per cent. He and manufacturing busiwas asked to head the dis- nesses. It
has major
aster fund drive on the strengths in research and
basiJ of his efforts in the devel o p m e n t, aerospace
bond campaign.
and commercial products,
The Mississippi Disaster systems engineering and a
Fund was established to growing position in a numaid division employees who ber of the emerging induswere the victims of Hurri- tries.

1969-70 is the talented
Miss Harriet Louise Else.
Harriet is a junior, Medical Technology major from
Tyler, Texas. Her hobbies
and activities vary from
reading to playing tennis.
Harriet is also a member
of the Para-Medical Club.
The members of BBB take
this time to salute Harriet
and extend the best of happiness on her reign.
This year BBB plans
many activities and events
with you in mind. Those
members chosen to lead
this group are: Robert
Mosley, president; Harrianne Odom, vice president;
Shirley Bryant, secretary;
Larry Partee, treasurer;
and Harriet Else, historlo lunar mission phot.o present.eel t.o Epps
ian.
in recognition of his outstanding managerial efforts in heading two important
The sponsors are Dr. J •
E. Berry and Dr. John Litfund campaigns for Space Division.
tle.

BETTER BARGAINS THAN EVER

NO

1

School of Home Economics
Projects Plans For Year
Students enrolled in the er understandings of the
School of Home Economics service home economics
for the first semester were renders to mankind.
recently extended greetings by the Dean, Faculty
The activities of the
and Staff through a new year will be highlighted
publication, HEAR, Home with
Home
Economics
Economics Administration Hospitality Day in March,
Reports, and informed that 1970. An open invitation
many things are being is being extended to all
planned for 1969-70. Some persons who are interested
of the activities are old, in participating in the acothers are new. All are de- tivities which will make up
signed to make this year this illuminating experthe best yet for Home Ee- ience.
onomics at Prairie View.
Several new awards for
"Home Economics and outstanding students are
the Industry of Man" has being introduced this year.
been selected as the theme These awards include Kapfor this year. Exhibits, pa Omicron Phi Award;
activities, lectures, and Stokely-Van Camp Silver
other resources will be Trivet Award; Outstandused to demonstrate the ing Senior in Home Ecoexciting role of Home Eco- nomics and Campus Activnomics in the ongoing ac- ities; Outstanding Junior
tivities in which man nor- in Home Economics and
mally engages and to ac- Campus Activities; Outcentuate changing tech- standing Student on Home
niques and innovations af- Economics Council; Outfecting the quality of liv- standing Sophomore in
ing of individuals and fam- Home
Economics
and
ilies. ,The gene_!'al pub1ic is Campus Activities; and
frequently unaware of the Outstanding Freshman in
dynamic role being played College Chapter, American
by the 90,000 professional Home Economics Associahome economists in the la- tion. Special recognition of
bor force. The program as the recipients of these
planned will develop great- awards is being planned
er sensitivity to and broad- . for the Spring.

at your

COLLEGE EXCHANGE
SNEAKERS

SPORTS COATS

~

PY SWEAT SHIRTS
All Colors

DIS
Dress and Athletic

AND
BLAZERS
Reg. $29.95

NOW ]UST $12.95

FREE GIFT PAC for Each
Customer With sz.oo Purchase
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Durley Gets Panthers On Winning Traclc
BY JOE BOOKER
After losing three tough
football games, Alexander
Durley, the Panther football coach responded like
the Bril-Cream TV commercial - "I came back."
The Panthers started
their winning ways off on.
the Arkansas AM&N Golden Lions. As Durley,
bluntly puts it - "We
caught them with their
pants down."
The Panthers gave Vannette Johnson's homecoming grads a 22-4 boot in
the seat. The Pine Bluff
natives like to call it an
upset. But Durley, who
does not always deal in
perspectives, likes to call

it a Panther uprising.
first division challenger.
The term "Kill a mosEven coach Alexander
quito with an ax" - must Durley, who is not norhave originated at Prairie mally given to over-blown
View.
praise, has been tickled ovTwo weeks ago, Durley, er Hudson's playing.
the old tutor, taught one
The Panther defensive
of his favorite pupils, Wil- team ranks third in the
liam Glossom, the head conference. The defense isfootball coach at MVC a, blessed with mammoth
12-10 story. Glossom was linemen who hound ball
an All-American end un- carriers relentlessly. The
der Durley at Texas South- linebackers blitz, stunt,
ern.
shoot, and will do anything
The classy quarterback- else to confuse the oppoing of Luther Hudson has sition.
transformed Prairie View
This week-end, the Paninto one of the most im- thers will travel to Alcorn
proved teams in late Oct- for a conference war. The
ober. Hudson has almost Braves lead the nation in
Luther Hudson, PV quar•
turned Prairie View from defense and also has an t.erba.ck, a revelation for
a celler contender into a . explosion offense.
Alexander Durley.

PV's Lee· True American
BY JOE BOOKER
Coach Alexander Durley, in t.ense moment.
sistmit Lonnie Thomas, at left, looks on.

Coaches in the SouthAs- western Athletic Conference have thrown their

former Yates Star Makes Headline
Ollie Robinson, Prairie
View's 6-2 250-pound defensive tackle has quickly
convinced his coaches that
he knows his way around
the Southwestern Athletic
Conference. While it normally takes a player from
one to two years of experience to take the bumbs in
SWAC, it has taken Robinson only a matter of
playing time in a few
games.
The
freshman
from

Houston - Yates, was an
All-City and All-State performer last year and had
college coaches banging on
his door in mobs seeking
his signature on a letterof-intent. After visiting
with several colleges, he
decided to follow John
Tankersley
(his
high
school defensive coach) to
Prairie View.
When he arrived at
Prairie View, the coaches
met in groups trying to de-

cide whether they would
play him on defense or offense. Between discussions,
he put time· in at both defensive and offensive tackle, thus making both the
defensive and offensive
coaches happy.
Alexander Durley, Prairie View's head coach had
Ollie on his recruiting list
as one of the top linemen
in the state. The thing that
has really turned Durley
on about Ollie is his fine
speed. He has been clocked
at a 4.8 40.
He was moved into the
starting lineup in the Panthers second game of the
season and his play has
been of such capable that
the coaches haven't seen
reasons to re-place him.
Old Panther grads who
have been keeping at least
one eye on the former
Yates star, and they returned homecoming Saturday, November 8, and saw
him match wits with the
Panthers homecoming opponent the Maryland
State Hawks.

hands up in attest that
Prairie View's 6-2 200pound junior defensive
back is obviously the best
around.
Lee, a member of Prairie View's famed 440-yard
relay team as a freshman
and a one time starting
Panther quarterback, has
head coach,
Alexander
Durley puzzled over the
way he roams in the Panther's secondary.
Pro scouts have flooded
sports publiciS t , Joe Booker's office with mail concerning Lee's status. He
was red-shirted after an injury his sophomore year,
but can graduate in May.
Last season, the Panther
captain had his best games
against Grambling, Texas
Southern and Alcorn, all
three
were
conference

Prairie View Beats
Arkansas AM&N
Prairie View halted Arkansas AM&N's two-point
conversion attempt late in
the fourth quarter and
then scored on the final
play of the game for a 2414 victory over the Golden
Lions Saturday.

Change
CONTINUED from Page 2

champs.
John Tankersley, Prairie
View's defensive coach admits that if he could field
a team of Lee's talent, the
Panthers could win the "
conference. "He's a complete football player. He
hits good and plays the
pass excellent,"
stated
Tankersley. He is an honor
student and has a great
personality," added Tankersley.
Coach Durley will eagerly admit that All-American Astronomers cannot
Bivian Lee
justly pick a team without
Lee. "We have had some
fine defensive backs to Saturday is to cover the
come through this confer- enemy's top wide-receiver,
ence and Lee rates along
but the opponents coaches
with the best," stated Dur- game plan is to send their
ley.
top receiver in the opposite
His assignment el:Cch direction of Lee.
:.:::.::.:::.::.:::.::.:::.::.-:.:::.::.:::.::.:::.::.:;:,::.:;:,::.-:,-;.::.::;.::.:;:,::.:;:,::.:;:,::.-:,-:;.::,::;.::,:;:,::,:;:,-;.:;:,::;::

GIVE TO THE BOY SCOUTS
24-HOUR SELF SERVICE
at

HEMPSTEAD WASHATERIA
Top Loading Speed Queen and Philco-Bendix
Machines
Bank and Post Office Block -

Hempstead, Texas

VA 6-8159
1/oU'l. (_})af.tona9e cll-pp"Lu.iated

ent. Central units may be ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=
installed at half of the
1948 price, and room units
may be picked up by cus~ tomers at hundreds of retail outlets and at prices
that all can afford.
To keep up with the pow- j
-:er demands imposed by the
0
expanding air conditioning
industry, investor - owned
electric companies have
_ '
had to make heavy capital
COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE
\ 1investments in plant and
,, 7 equipment. Air conditionand
~ ~
ing is just one of the man'J;f'
ifestations of the eternal
FURNITURE STORE
,,.""'¼"... ,..
change and growth that is
1701 So. College
·
- characteristic of the pri"I could go for a nice juicyvate enterprise system un. Bryan, Texas
Bus. Ph. 822-0146
irloin about now."
der representative govern_______________________.1
ment.
.
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